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Assignment 2: The Classical World

ANCIENT TIMES: GREECE, ROME
AND CHRISTIANITY ,

Europeans were by no means the pioneers of human civilization. Half of recorded history
had passed before anyone in Europe could read or write. The priests of Egypt began to ~

keep written records betwe~n 4000 and 3000 B.C., but 2,000 years later the poems of
Homer were still being circulated in the Greek city-states by word of mouth. Shortly after
3000 B.C., while t:he pharaohs were building the pyramids, Europeans were laboriously set
ting up the huge, unwrought stones called megaliths, of which Stonehenge is the best
known example. In a word, until after 2000 B.C., Europe was in the Neolithic or New Stone
Age. This was in truth a great age' in human history, the age in which human beings leamed
to make and use sharp tools, weave cloth, build living quarters, domesticate animals, plant
seeds, harvest crops, and sense the returning cycles of the months and years. But the Mid
dle East-Egypt, the ~uphrates and Tigris valley, the island of Crete, and the shores of the
Aegean Sea (which belonged more to Asia than t9 Europe)-had reached its Neolithic Age
2,000 years before Europe. By about 4000 B.C. the Middle East was already moving into
the Bronze Age. . ..

After about 2000 B.C., in the dim, dark continent that Europe then was, great
changes began that are now difficult to trace. Europeans, too, learned how to smelt and
forge metals, with the Bronze Age setting in about 2000 B.C. and the Iron Age about
1000 B.C. There was also a steady infusion of new peoples into Europe. They spoke lan
guages related to languages now spoken in India and Iran, to which similar p~oples

migrated at about the same time. All these languages (whose interconnec
tion was not known until the nineteenth century) are now referred to as
Indo-European, and the people who _spoke them became the ancestors
both of the classical Greeks and RomaJ;}s and of the Europeans of modern
times. All European languages today are Indo-European with the exceptions of Basque,
which is thought to be a survival from before the Indo-Europ'ean invasion, and gf
Finnish and Hungarian, which were brought into Europe from Asia some centuries later.
It was these invading Indo-Europeans who diffused over Europe the kind of speech from
which the Latin, Greek, Gennanic, Slavic, Celtic, and Baltic languages were later
derived.

The Greek World

The first Indo-Europeans to emerge into the' clear light of history, in what is now Europe,
were the Greeks. They filtered down through the Balkan peninsula to the shores of the
Aegean Sea about 1900 B.C., undermining the-older Cretan civilization and occupying most
of what has since been called Greece by 1300 B.C. Beginning about 1150 B.C., other Greek
speaking tribes invaded from the north in successive waves. The newcomers included
many restless, rough, ~d warlike tribes, and their corning ushered in several centuries of
chaos and unrest before a gradual stabilization and revival began in the ninth century. The
fliad and the Odyssey, written down about 800 B.C., bu~ compos~ and recited much earlier,
probably refer to wars between the Greeks and other centers of civilization,
of which one was at Troy in Asia· Minor..The siege of Troy is thought to
have occurred about 1200 B.C. . .

- The ancient Greeks proved to be an exceptionally gifted people,
achieving supreme heights in thought and' letters. They absorbed the
knowledge of earlier eastern cultures, the mathematical lore of the ancient Chaldeans, and
the arts and crafts that they found in Asia Minor and on voyages to Egypt. -They added
immediately to everything that they learned. It was the Greeks of the· fifth and fourth cen
turies B.C. who formulated what the Western world long meant by the beautiful, and who
first speculated on political freedom.
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The Parthenon, constructed in ancient"Athens during' the fifth century B.C. to honor the. gOd
dess Athena, gave architectural form to the Greek resp.ect for balance, order, and symmetry.
(Scala!Art Resource, NY)

.,t'0· • As they settled down, the Greeks formed tiny city-states, all independent and often at
war with one another, each only a few miles across, and typically including a coastal city
and its adjoining farmlands. Athens, Corinth, and Sparta were such city-states.

o
Many were

democratic, which meant that all male citizens could congregate in the marketplace to
elect officials and discuss their public business. They were not democratic in a modem
sense in that slaves, resident noncitizens (called ~'metics"), and women were excluded
from' political life.

Politj.cs was turbulent in the small Greek states. Democracy alternated with aristbc-o

racy, oligarchy, despotism, and tyranny. From this rich fund of experience was born sys
tematic political science as set forth in the unwritten speculations of Socrates and in the
Republic of Plato and the Politics of Aristotle in the fourth century B.C. The Greeks also
were the first to write history as a subject distinct fro:p:). myth and legend. Herodotus, "the
Father of History," traveled throughout the Greek world and far beyond, ferreting out all
he could learn of the past; and Thucydides~in his account of the wars between Athens and

Sparta, presented history as a guide to enlightened citizenship and con
structive statecraft.

Perhaps because they were a restless.and vehement people, the Greeks
came to prize the "classical" virtues, which they were the first to define and
which would have great influence in the subsequent history of European

societies. For the~, the ideal lay in moderation, or a golden mean. They valued order, bal
ance, symmetry, clarity, and control. Their statues of idealized males revealed their con
ception of what humans ought to be-~oble creatures, dignified, poised, unterrified by life
or death, masters of themselves and their feelings. Their architecture, as in the Parthenon,
made use of exactly measured angles and rows of columns. The classical "order," or set of
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carefully wrought pillars placed in a straight line at specified intervals, represented the finn
impress of human reason on the· brute materials of nature. The same sense of fonn was
thrown over the torrent of human words. Written language became contrived, carefully
planned, organized for effect. The epic poem, the lyric, the drama, the oration, along with
history and the philosophical dialogue, each with its own rules and principles of composi
tion, became the "forms". within which, in Western civilization, writers long expressed
their thoughts.

Reflecting on the world about them, Greek philosopIiers concluded that something
more fundamental existed beyond tht? .world of appearances, that true reality was not what
met the eye. With other peoples, and with the Greeks themselves in e~lier times, this same
realization had led to the formation of myths, dealing with invisible but mighty beings
known as gods and with faraway places on the tops of·mountains, beneath the earth, or in
a world that followed death. Greek thinkers set to criticizing the web of myth. They looked
for rational or natural explanations behind the variety and confusion that they saw. Some,
observing human sickness, said that disease was not a demonic possession, but a natural
sequence of conditions in the body, which could be identified, understood, and even
treated in a natural way. Others, turning to physical nature, said that all matter was in real
ity composed of a very few things - made up of atoms or elements - which they usually
designated as fire, water, earth, and air. S<:>me said that change was a kind of illusion, all
·basic reality being uniform; some, that only change was real, and that the world was in
flux. Some, like Pythagoras, found the enduring reality in "number," or mathematics. The
Greeks, in short, laid the foundations for science. Studying also the way in which the inlnd
worked, or ought to work, if it was to reach truthful conclusions, they developed the sci:
ence of logic. The great codiner of Greek thought on almost all subjects in .I'

the classical period was Aristotle, who lived in Athens from 384 to 322 B.C.

Greek influence spread widely and rapidly. Hardly were some of the
city-states founded when their people, crowded within their narrow bounds,
sent off some of their number with equipment and provisions to establish
colonies. In this way Greek cities were very early established in south Italy, in Sicily, and
even in the western Mediterranean, where Marseilles was founded about 600 B.C. Later the
Greek city-~tates, unable to unite,~uccumbed to conquest by Philip of Macedon, who
came from the relatively crude nor$em part of the Greek world, and whose son, Alexan
der the Great (356-323 B.C.), led a phenomenal, conquering march into Asia, a~ross Per
sia, and on as far as India itself. Alexander's empire did not hold together, but G!eek
civilization, after having penetrated the western Mediterranean, now began to influence
the ancient peoples of Egypt and the Middle East. Greek thought, Greek art, and the Greek
language spread far and. wide, drawing at the same time on the knowledge and creativity of
other ancient cultures. The most famous "Greeks" after the fourth century B.C. and on into
the early centuries of the Christian era usually did not come from Greece but from the Hel
lenized Middle East, and especially from Alexandria in Egypt. Among these later Greeks
were the great summarizers or writers of encyclopedias in which ancient science was
passed on to later generations-Strabo in geography, Galen in medicine, Ptolemy in

. astronomy. All three lived in the first and second centuries A.D.

The Roman World

In 146 B.C. the Greeks of Greece were conquered by anew people, the Romans, who kept
their own Latin language but rapidly absorbed what they could of tlle intellectual and artis
tic culture of the Greeks. Over ~ period of two or three centuries they assembled an empire



in which the whole world of ancient civilization (west of Persia) was included. Egypt,
Greece, Asia Minor, Syria all became Roman provinces, but in them the Romans had
hardly any deep influence except in a political sense. In the West-in what are now
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Spain, Portugal, France, Switzerland, Belgium, and England
the Romans, though ruthless in their methods of conquest, in the long run acted as civiliz
ing agents, transmitting to these hitherto isolated Gountries the age-old achievements of the
East and the more recent culture of Greece and of Rome itself. So thorough was the
Romanization that in the West Latin even became the commonly spoken language. It was
later displaced by Arabic in Africa but survives to this day, transformed by time, in the

Romance languages of France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Romania. -
In the Roman Empire, which lasted with many vicissitudes from about

31 B.C. to the latter part of the fifth century A.D., virtually the 'entire civi
lized world of the ancient West was politically united and enjoyed genera

tions of internal peace. Rome was the center, around which in all dir~ctions lay the "circle'
of lands ," the orbis terrarum, the known world- that is, as known in the West, for the Han
Emp~e at the same time in China (202 B.C. to A.D. 220) 'was also a highly organized cul
tural' and political entity. The Roman Empire consisted essentially of the coasts of the
Mediterranean Sea, which provided the great artery of transport and communication, and
from which no part of the empire; except northern Gaul (France), Britain, and the
Rhineland, was more than a couple of hundred miles away. Civilization among the elites in
this vast empire was remarkably unifonn; there were no distinct nationalities, and the most
significant cultural difference was that east of Italy the predominant language was Greek;

in Italy and west of it, Latin. Cities grew up everywhere, engaged in a busy commercial
life, exchanged ideas with one another, and, like the cities in other ancient cultures, relied
on the labor of slaves. There were always more cities in the East, where most of the manu
facturing crafts and the densest population were still concentrated, but they sprang up now
in the West-indeed, most of the older cities of France, Spain, England, and western and
southern Germany boast of some kind of ongin under the Romans.

The distinctive aptitude of the Romans lay in organization, administration, govern
ment, and law. Never before had" armies been so systematically formed, maintained over
such long periods, dispatched at a word of command. over such distances, or maneuvered
so effectively on the field of battle. Never had so many peoples been governed from a sin
gle center. The Romans had at first possessed self-governing and republican institutions,
but they lost them in the process ot: conquest, and the governing talents which they dis
played in the days of the empire were of an authoritarian charac~r-talents, not for self
government, but for managing, coordinating, and ruling the manifold and scattered parts of
one enormous system. Locally, cities and city-states enjoyed a good deal of autonomy. But
above them all rose ~ pyramid of imperial officials and provincial gover
nors, culminating in the emperor at the top. The empire kept peace, the pax
Romana, and even provided a certain justice for its many peoples. Lawyers
worked on the body of principles known ever afterward as Roman law.

Roman judges had somehow to settle disputes between persons of different regions,
with conflicting local customs, for example, two merchants of Spain and Egypt. The
Roman law came therefore to hold that no custom is necessarily right, that there is a higher
or universal law by which f~ decisions may be made, and that tqis higher, universal, 0.£

"natural" law, or "law ~fnature," will be understandable or acceptable to ev~ryone,since1t
arises from human nature and reason. Here the lawyers drew on Greek philosophy for sup
port. They held also that law derives its force from being enacted by a proper authority
(not merely from custom, usage, or former legal cases); this authority to make law they
called majestas, or sovereign power, and they attributed it to the emperor. Thus the
Romans emancipated the idea of law froiD. mere custom on the one hand and mere caprice
on the other; they regarded it as something to be formed by enlightened intelligence, con
sistent with reason and the nature of things; and they associated it with the solemn action
of official power. It must be added that Roman law favored the state, or the-public interest
as seen by th~ government, rather than the ~terests or liberties of individual persons! and
it generally provided men with more legal privileges than women. These priIi.ciples,
together with more specific ideas on such matters as property, debt, marriage, and wills
were in later centuries to have a great effect in Europe.
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